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The following bibliography/videography is meant as a resource for those interested in learning more about Deaf and ASL poetry, performance, and related traditions. It also contains a smattering: works on Deaf culture; Deaf poetry and literature written in English; hearing literature written about, or with reference to Deaf culture; works on linguistics, folklore, history and interpreting and other subjects relevant to the topic. At this point, it does not list web references.
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Books


Smithdas, Robert J., City of the Heart (poems), Taplinger, 1966.


**DVDS and Video Tapes**


Miller, Mary Beth. *Live at SMI: Mary Beth Miller* (Sign Media Inc)


Tyger, Tyger. 1967. Joe Velez (“Jabberwocky”). Indianapolis: Captioned Films for the Deaf Inc. (Film)

Valli, Clayton *Poetry in Motion*. Burtonsville, MD: Sign Media, Inc.


Dissertations, Manuscripts, Articles


